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Bartender of the Month

Scott Sullivan

Scott Sullivan was chosen
for the Coconut Telegraphs
Bartender of the Month
because his loyal customers
nominated him and were quite
adamant about it. Scott tends
bar at Gilbert's Resort and
the newly reopened and
renovated Latin American
Restaurant. “I've got the
best of both worlds” says
Scott. “Gilbert's is fast
paced and the customers are
interesting characters that
are so much fun, and the
Latin American is more casual.
I've been here since it
opened and I've watched it
grow. The best thing is the
quality of staff at both
places. They are a
hardworking fun group of
people that I am proud to be
associated with. The comfort
level is so great and the view
of the bay isn't too bad
either.”
Scott was born in
California and started working
in restaurants at the age of
14 and has worked in some of
the finest restaurants all
over the country. He worked
in the Keys seasonally for
years and got tired of the
snow and moved here
permanently. His lovely

girlfriend Cleo also tends bar
and works at Holiday Isle's
Rumrunners with Trapper
John and Wobby. Together
they could probably write a
book. Scott's specialty drink
is the Mojito and his goal is
to someday teach fellow
bartender, Jim, how to make
them.
Scott graduated college
with an Associates Degree in
Business and can also cook
but says, “Please don't tell my
boss Reinhard.” Sorry Scott,
the cat's out of the bag.
The staff at the Latin
American and Gilbert's like
Scott are all hardworking,
honest, loyal, even-tempered
and dependable or they just
wouldn’t last there. It is the
teamwork and family
atmosphere that makes both
places such a success. Dave
Campbell tells us that Scott
is quite the prankster. “He
will walk up to me and tell me
something totally off the wall,
then he'll walk away and leave
you shaking your head. He can
always make me smile. You go
tell Scott that I nominated
him for this and if he doesn't
like it then he can shove it!”
Scott laughed and said,
“Really, I'm flattered.”

